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Abstract—Researchers have examined a wide variety of prac-
tices to help software engineers complete different programming
tasks. Despite the fact that studies show software engineering
practices and tools created to improve the software development
process are useful for preventing bugs, decreasing debugging
costs, reducing debugging time, and providing additional benefits,
software engineers rarely use them in practice. To persuade
humans to alter and adopt new behaviors, psychologists have
studied the concept of nudges. My research aims to investigate
how digital nudges, or the process of using technology to
automatically create nudges, can be beneficial in helping software
developers and teams adopt software engineering activities and
integrate them into their normal workflow.

Index Terms—software engineering, developer actions, tool
adoption, nudge theory

I. INTRODUCTION

To help developers write higher quality code, researchers
have created and evaluated a wide variety of useful practices
to help in completing programming tasks. For example, tool-
smiths have developed tools to aid developers in accomplish-
ing important aspects of the software development process
including code analysis (static and dynamic), debugging, refac-
toring, documentation, version control, continuous integration,
communication, and security. Studies show development tools
are useful for improving code [1], preventing errors [3], saving
money by lowering debugging costs [15], reducing fault fix
latency [14], or the time between a defect injection and it’s
removal, and making developers more efficient [11]. Other
examples of software engineering activities for improving
software quality are code reviews, testing, pair programming,
and continuous integration.

However, despite the fact that research provides evidence
these practices are beneficial for completing programming
tasks during software development, developers rarely use
them. For instance, continuing with the useful software en-
gineering practice of integrating tools into the development
process, prior work has examined barriers preventing software
engineers from adopting tools for debugging [6], static anal-
ysis [12], security [34], refactoring [21], documentation [9],
open source contribution [18], and build automation [25].
Additionally, Tilley and colleagues argue adoption is one of
the most important goals of software engineering research,
and present challenges for professional developers face with
programming tools created by researchers, or research-off-the-
shelf (ROTS) software [31]. There are many reasons develop-
ers ignore tools, yet this work focuses on the discoverability

barrier where users are unaware that a useful tool exists [20].
Increasing awareness of software engineering practices, such
tool adoption, can improve code quality and developer pro-
ductivity in industry.

Psychology researchers have examined how to persuade
humans to adopt new behaviors or ideas by studying choice
architecture, or the context of how people make decisions [30].
There are many aspects of choice architecture that can change
human behavior, and the one we chose to focus on is
nudge theory. A nudge is defined as any factor in decision-
making that can alter behavior without incentives or banning
alternatives, i.e. the arrangement of possible options [29].
Furthermore, using technology to create nudges that modifies
human behavior in digital environments is called to digital
nudging [33]. We hypothesize utilizing digital nudges to send
recommendations for development tools to programmers can
increase awareness and adoption of these systems.

Nudging developers to adopt software engineering actions,
or activities and processes designed to improve programming
tasks, can help avoid poor-quality applications, inconvenienced
users, increased debugging and maintenance costs, and wasted
time and effort for developers. This research will solve the
following problem: Given a developer who is unaware of
an applicable software engineering tool, identify the most
effective strategy for convincing them to adopt the tool. We
created digital nudges aimed towards software engineers, and
will evaluate their effectiveness by building and analyzing
systems to evaluate their performance. The contributions of
my research include:

• a conceptual framework building on research in nudge
theory to improve software engineer behavior

• a set of experiments to evaluate and provide evidence to
support our framework

• an automated recommender system to generate digital
nudges recommending software engineering actions to
developers

II. RELATED WORK

My research is based on prior work that explores making
recommendations to developers and technical approaches to
increasing software engineering action adoption.

Recommendation: Research has investigated how to make
effective recommendations to users in many different domains.
For software engineers, Murphy-Hill examined different ways
developers learn about tools and found that peer interactions,



or learning about tools from peers during work activities, was
the most effective [23]. Prior work has also proposed using
concepts such as diffusion of innovations [26], idea garden-
ing [5], and information foraging theory [24] to spread ideas
and make effective recommendations to software developers.
To our knowledge, our work is the first research to integrate
nudge theory into recommendations for software engineers.

Adoption: Furthermore, prior work has proposed and eval-
uated methods to solve the software engineering adoption
problem. Examples include using automated pull requests
to encourage upgrading dependencies [19], screencasting to
improve tool discovery [20], crowdsourcing to enhance coding
tutorials [10], explorative and exploitative searching to recom-
mend tasks to developers [13], logging to recommend Unix
commands to users over a shared network [17], creating a
knowledge base to monitor developer action history to improve
code navigation [32], and gamification to encourage tool usage
by rewarding developers with points towards a leaderboard for
utilizing code navigation tools during development [2].

III. RESEARCH PLAN

This section outlines our conceptual framework (Section
III.A), completed study results (Section III.B), research in
progress at the time of this writing (Section III.C), future
projects (Section III.D), and research timeline (Section III.E).
A. Conceptual Framework

Nudge theory is a concept that has shown to modify human
behavior in many different domains. Digital nudges are effec-
tive in altering behavior through digital choice environments,
for example FitBit1 activity trackers prodding users to increase
physical activity and make healthier lifestyle decisions [33].
The creators of the term nudge provide two advantages to this
type of recommendation, it’s “easy and cheap” [29, p. 71].
Nudges are a viable option for making recommendations
because they do not incentivize users and do not prohibit
alternative options. This research aims to discover when de-
velopers are more likely to accept a recommendation based on
different factors such as visibility in the context of their work,
timeliness, trust, etc.

The conceptual framework will introduce and evaluate new
types of digital nudges for software engineers. Example nudge
types include: social nudges that suggest actions adopted by
friends or colleagues; public nudges which are visible and
may involve social pressure if behaviors aren’t adopted; just-
in-time nudges to make recommendations when a software
engineering action is appropriate and situated nudges to make
suggestions where the practice is applicable; apprehensive
nudges that provide multiple locations where software en-
gineering activities can be applied; automated nudges that
perform actions for developers and present output; tutorial
nudges which show developers how to complete a practice;
reminder nudges to periodically recommend actions to pro-
grammers; and positive nudges that commend developers to
encourage action adoption. This research will build new tools

1https://www.fitbit.com/home

and examine existing systems that implement these digital
nudge types, in the context of tool adoption, to evaluate their
effectiveness in impacting developer behavior and actions.

B. Preliminary Findings
How Software Users Recommend Tools to Each Other

Motivation: Using development tools is a useful software
engineering practice that the Software Engineering Body of
Knowledge says can achieve “desirable characteristics of soft-
ware products [28]. Previous software engineering research
shows peer interactions are the most effective way to learn
about tools [22], [23]. The goal of this study was to examine
peer interactions in an experimental setting to better under-
stand what makes user-to-user recommendations, a form of
social nudge, effective for recommending tools. Our results
provide implications for improving future automated recom-
mendation approaches to recommend software engineering
practices to developers.

Methodology: In this study, we designed an experiment to
observe peer interactions and determine what makes them an
effective method for learning about new tools in software. To
observe peer interactions, we recruited students from North
Carolina State University and professional workers from the
Laboratory for Analytic Sciences2 to work with a partner to
complete data analysis tasks. This project sought to investigate
the following research question:

RQ: What characteristics of peer interactions make rec-
ommendations effective?

The characteristics we analyzed are politeness, persua-
siveness, receptiveness, time pressure, and tool observability.
These characteristics were motivated by Murphy-Hill’s previ-
ous work on peer interactions and psychology research. Effec-
tiveness was measured by noting instances where participants
used or ignored suggestions when faced with opportunities to
use a tool recommended by their partner during the study.

Results: We analyzed 142 total recommendations between
participants and found that receptiveness was the only charac-
teristic that significantly impacts the outcome of a tool recom-
mendation between peers (Wilcoxon, p = 0.0002). Our results
suggest recommender systems should target users’ receptivity
when making tool suggestions. To define receptiveness, we
created criteria using Fogg’s work on designing persuasive
technology [8]. The criteria for receptiveness were: Demon-
strate Desire and Familiarity. The implications of this work
indicate that future automated recommendation approaches
can make more effective recommendations by prioritizing user
receptiveness and integrating these criteria. These results were
published in the 2017 Visual Languages and Human-Centric
Computing (VL/HCC) conference [4].

C. In Progress
tool-recommender-bot

Motivation: Research shows active help systems are more
effective than passive ones requiring users to explicitly seek
help [7]. To examine how developers respond to digital nudges,

2https://ncsu-las.org/



we developed tool-recommender-bot. tool-recommender-bot is
an automated recommender system that makes suggestions to
software engineers on GitHub, a popular code-hosting website.
tool-recommender-bot differs from existing tool recommender
systems, like [16], [17], [32], because it integrates a combi-
nation of digital nudge types and incorporates receptiveness,
targeting the desire of programmers to write high-quality code
and their familiarity with the code base, to suggest software
engineering actions to developers.

To identify a baseline for effective automated recommen-
dations, we conducted a preliminary evaluation using tool-
recommender-bot to make simple recommendations to de-
velopers on 52 GitHub repositories. We found that only
4% of these suggestions were successful, and the majority
of feedback and responses from developers were negative.
Our results suggest that our naive recommendations were
ineffective in influencing developer behavior because of their
lack of social context and difficulty integrating into developers’
workflow. These results are under review for submission to
the International Workshop on Bots in Software Engineering3

(BotSE) at ICSE 2019 at the time of this writing.
Methodology: We designed tool-recommender-bot to inte-

grate all our digital nudge types and to be extendable for
recommending a variety of software engineering actions to
developers. Our initial implementation recommends ERROR
PRONE, a static analysis tool for Java,4 to increase static
analysis tool adoption. In this study, we aim to improve on our
naive recommendation design by implementing concepts from
theory into recommendations sent to programmers from our
system. To evaluate our system, our study will observe GitHub
repositories, analyze changes made by developers, recommend
ERROR PRONE as a comment on pull requests, and observe
how developers respond to nudge types by placing a survey
link at the end of the recommendation comment. The survey
will consist of 5-point Likert scale and free response questions
to gather qualitative and quantitative data on the effectiveness
recommendations from tool-recommender-bot.

Hypothesis: We hypothesize that tool-recommender-
bot recommendations incorporating our new digital nudge
types will be more effective and useful for developers. For
instance, one digital nudge type we plan to evaluate in
this study are apprehensive nudges. We will study this by
varying whether or not developers receive recommendations
with other lines of code where ERROR PRONE reports a
bug. Nudge theory shows people make better choices when
they have good information in choice environments [29, p. 73].

GitHub suggestions
Motivation: GitHub recently introduced a new feature for

users to suggest code changes to developers in lines changed
during a pull request reviews.5 Early analysis shows these
situated nudges are very popular and effective among software

3https://botse.github.io/
4http://errorprone.info/
5https://help.github.com/articles/incorporating-feedback-in-your-pull-

request/#applying-a-suggested-change

engineers, already totaling over 100,000 uses with developers
“quick to adopt suggested changes” and integrate them into
the code review process.6 This research aims to discover
why GitHub suggestions, or situated nudges, are effective for
influencing developer actions and behavior.

Methodology: To analyze suggestions, we developed a script
to automatically analyze comments and search for suggested
lines of code on pull requests for the most popular GitHub
repositories. After gathering a corpus of code suggestions,
we will send a survey to developers who received a code
suggestion. The survey will be distributed via email to GitHub
users who receive a suggestion with an email address publicly
available on their profile. We will ask 5-point Likert scale
questions on the usefulness of the GitHub suggestions feature
and include open-ended free response questions for developers
to add more information about why they find this system effec-
tive. Our evaluation will provide quantitative and qualitative
data based on the responses from developers to characterize
how developers respond to situated nudges.

Hypothesis: We hypothesize developers will find situated
nudges effective because of their location within the code.
Nudge theory research suggests location is important, for
example the arrangement of food in a cafeteria or grocery store
can have a major impact on the type of food people purchase
and consume [29, p. 68]. Prior research in software engineer-
ing also shows in situ design is important for programming
tasks, such as code navigation [27].

D. Future Work

tool-recommender-bot 2.0
Motivation: We designed tool-recommender-bot to make

recommendations to developers using our new digital nudge
types. With the results from our research studies on peer
interactions, tool-recommender-bot, and GitHub suggestions,
we plan to improve our system to make recommendations
to software engineers. Future iterations of tool-recommender-
bot will further our work by recommending additional soft-
ware engineering tools, integrating different digital nudge
types, and examining when each nudge type is most effec-
tive for making better suggestions to developers for specific
situations and programming tasks.

Methodology: The first phase of this evaluation will conduct
a similar experiment to the first tool-recommender-bot study
with several changes. First, we plan to recommend a different
software engineering tool other than ERROR PRONE to GitHub
developers. Next, we will select additional digital nudge
types to vary in experimental recommendations to developers,
measuring effectiveness based on data gathered from surveys
to developers. The second phase will analyze results from our
research on all of the digital nudge types to create a framework
describing when each nudge type is useful to developers. For
example, the peer interactions study found that social nudges
are most effective when users are receptive to a receiving a
software engineering action recommendation.

6https://blog.github.com/2018-11-01-suggested-changes-update/



E. Timeline
The author is a fourth year computer science PhD student at
NC State University working with Dr. Chris Parnin. Table I
presents the proposed research plan timeline:

Milestone Target
Peer Interaction VL/HCC 2017

Preliminary Results BotSE* at ICSE 2019
tool-recommender-bot FSE 2019*

Suggestions VL/HCC 2019*
tool-recommender-bot2.0 ICSE 2020*

Defense Spring 2020

TABLE I: Research Plan Timeline

* These milestones depend on paper acceptances into confer-
ences. In case of rejection or delay, other potential venues for
submission include VL/HCC, RecSys, CSCW, ASE, TSE, and
other peer-reviewed conferences and journals.
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